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Example: Buying a house

Step 1 — Creating and Opening a Model (Tetra GDM Only)

Step 2 — Defining Decision Makers (Tetra GDM Only)



Step 3 — Identify Alternatives

Tetra actions to create alternatives:

Step 4 — Define Criteria



Tetra actions to create criteria:

Tetra actions to create sub-criteria:

Step 5 — Assign Weights to the Criteria

Tetra actions to create a set of weights:



Tetra actions to assign the weights for the top-level criteria:



Tetra actions to assign the weights for the sub-criteria:



Step 6 — Establish reference alternatives for each criterion.

At least two reference alternatives must be defined for each criterion on which the alternatives 
(the five houses) are rated, in order to establish a scale. This can be done by selecting a reference 
rating ruler or by associating actual or hypothetical objects with the default reference objects ‘Z’ 
and ‘H’ where ‘Z’ is an alternative or object that scores zero for that criterion and ‘H’ is an object 
that scores 100 for that criterion. Note that the reference alternatives are objects, i.e. their 
definition requires nouns rather than adjectives.



Using hypothetical alternatives: For example, a hypothetical ‘Z’-object for the Quality 
criterion could be a squalid bachelor apartment and a hypothetical ‘H’-object for the Quality 
criterion could be a mansion.
Using actual alternatives: Another way to establish ‘Z’ and ‘H’ reference objects is to use two 
of the current alternatives. In our example, the ‘Z’-object for the Quality criterion could be the 
townhouse, and the 2-storey house may serve as ‘H’-object.

There are no Tetra actions required for this step - all that is needed is a clear definition of the 
reference alternatives for each of the six end-criteria, so that when ratings are made in the next 
step, they are done relative to these reference objects. The figure below shows how these concepts 
relate to the rating tools which will be invoked in the next section.

Note that for Price, the ‘H’-object is the cheapest alternative and the ‘Z’-object is the most 
expensive. For Distance to School, the ‘H’-object was chosen as the closest alternative and the 
‘Z’-object is the farthest away. 

In some decision-making situations, an Evaluation Plan is set up for the purpose of assessing 
future alternatives. In this case, the criteria are defined, weights selected, and reference 
alternatives are established in advance. Since the actual alternatives are not known when the 

Bottom Top

Criteria

Price 2-storey townhouse

Taxes 2-storey condominium

Distance to School bungalow split-level

Distance to Work 2-storey condominium

Quality townhouse 2-storey

Size condominium 2-storey



Evaluation Plan is set up, hypothetical alternatives must be used to define the reference objects in 
the Evaluation Plan for each criterion.



Step 7 — Rating the alternatives against each criterion

Tetra actions to rate alternatives against criteria:



House (alternatives)

2-
storey

bungalow condominium
split-
level

townhouse

Criteria

Price 0 30 60 25 100

Taxes 0 35 100 50 60

Distance to 
School

65 0 45 100 25

Distance to Work 0 10 100 85 25

Quality 100 75 40 50 0

Size 100 60 0 60 35



Step 8 — Solve the Model to Determine the Preferred Alternative



Tetra actions to run the solver:


